
A Dance-Film Project for the Socially Distant 

I'm making this available for educational purposes only, not for professional endeavors. 

I've always loved doing what I call "Instructional Collaboration"— making work that enables 
people to do complicated things, remotely, via instructions or scores. When I was a 
choreographer I made a lot of audience participation performance pieces. (I still do some in my 
The Mitch Show which I tour.)  And now as a filmmaker I've loved doing this in some films, 
Globe Trot, Exquisite Corps, and And So Say All of Us. 

Now that our world is social distanced, many tele-teaching dance/film/art teachers are looking 
for things to do with their students. I've been getting a lot of inquiries about how I do my "hyper-
matchcutting" films.  Like: 

Exquisite Corps https://www.facebook.com/MitchellRose/videos/10157026078390371/ 
and 
And So Say All of Us http://bit.ly/JoesFilm 

(If you can't see them on Facebook, you can see them here: www.mitchellrose.com ) 

The problem with doing these films is that they're put together sequentially — a participant has 
to wait for the person going before them to finish before they can do their part. Exquisite Corps 
took two years. So I don't suggest trying to replicate this kind of project. If you had 20 students 
and each one could shoot and upload their part with a one-day turnaround, that's three weeks 
just to gather your material. And then editing. 

But I have a variation on this project that I do with my Dance-Film 2 students where all the 
shooting happens simultaneously, by having the dancers in adjacent clips agree beforehand on 
their transitions. I call it the Public Dance Project, because the idea is for them to do it in public 
places where they'll be a little embarrassed so they get used to guerrilla filmmaking and toughen 
themselves up a little bit. (But we don't want our students to be "public" so we may have to call 
this the Socially-Distanced Dance Project or Dance Chain Project.)  

This project is primarily an exercise in cooperation, as you'll see. 

Here's an example of one of my class' efforts:  
https://vimeo.com/398242658 
password =  PDP 

Let me also just add here that if you decide to go forward with this project, I hope you'll give me 
all due credit in the video. 

This is how you do it… 
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Step One is to find a fun pop song — something around 3–3.5 minutes long and musically 
square that can be counted in even 8s. I tell my class to bring in a couple of music choices, and 
then we listen to all of them (30 secs is generally enough since they usually know the music) and 
then the students vote on which one they want to go with. 

Break down the structure of the song: like… 

intro 8 counts 
intro 8 

chorus 8 
chorus 8 
chorus 8 
chorus 8 

verse 1 8 
verse 1 8 
verse 1 8 
verse 1 8 

chorus 8 
chorus 8 
chorus 8 
chorus 8 

verse 2 8 
verse 2 8 
verse 2 8 
verse 2 8 
etc. 
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Figure out how you want divide the sections in such a way that everyone gets about the same 
amount of dancing time, but more interesting than just dividing it up evenly and repeating in a 
cycle.  For example you might have people do 16 counts each, then 8 each, then 4 each so that 
the pace of the cuts gets faster: 
 
16 Abby 
16 Becky 
16 Chad 
16 Darla 
16 Ellen 
16 Faye 
16 Gabriella 
16 Huiqing 
8 Abby 
8 Becky 
8 Chad 
8 Darla 
8 Ellen 
8 Faye 
8 Gabriella 
8 Huiqing 
4 Abby 
4 Becky 
4 Chad 
4 Darla 
4 Ellen 
4 Faye 
4 Gabriella 
4 Huiqing 
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This past year we did Abba's Dancing Queen. The students made a chart with the lyrics and 
timing so they could easily find their place for choreographing and rehearsing and filming. 

1 intro —0:06 (Megan/Anna) 
2 intro —0:11 (Zoey/Laura) 
3 intro —0:16 (Andi/Abby) 
4 intro —0:20 (Sydney/Brooke) 
5 Ooh You can dance, You can jive—0:25 (Megan) 
6 Having the time of your life Ooh, —0:30 (Megan) 
7 see that girl Watch that scene Dig in the—0:35 (Zoey)  
8 dancing queen—0:39 (Zoey) 
9—0:44 (Anna) 
10 Friday night and the lights are low—0:49 (Anna) 
11 Looking out for a place to go—0:54 (Andi) 
12 Where they play the right music Getting in the swing You come to—0:58 (Andi) 
……..etc. 

Each person films themself dancing to their assigned music section.  They can improv, 
choreograph… it's up to you.  Best is to choose fun, interesting (people-free) outdoor locations 
for each shot. But if that's not possible, they can stay indoors. 

Each transition now needs to be worked out.  In the red musical chart above, Abby 
passes to Becky who passes to Chad who passes to Darla, etc. 

So Abby and Becky need to work out their transition.  And Becky and Chad need to. And so on.  
I suggest having them do this on their own since it takes a lot of time making all those 
connections and would use up your class time. 

All transitions from one person to the next should happen on counts 8 and 1. This means you 
have to do count 8 and count 1 precisely as the person in front of you did, and in the same 
place in the frame, and at the same size in the frame. So work out with your neighbor exactly 
what their final movement is and make sure your timing is exactly the same as them. If they jump 
on 8 and land on 1, you have to jump on 8 and land on 1. Rehearse it (remotely) together many 
times. It's easy to think you've got it—sure, you jump on 8— but these two counts must be 
identical or this thing won't work. 

You've worked out the transitions with the person before you and the person after you. Now in 
terms of alignment, you need clear and precise note-taking so you know precisely where you 
begin and end your sections in the frame.  It's very important that the shots align so this should 
be part of your negotiations with your neighbors—figure out EXACTLY where in the frame 
the transition will happen, horizontally.  
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At the moment of transition, you 
should occupy 1/2 the height of 
the frame, so the feet are on the 
lower quarter line, the waist is 
center height, and the head is on 
the upper quarter line. 

Horizontally, you decide with 
your neighbor whether the 
transition should happen on the 
1/4 or  1/2  or 3/4  mark. It 
should only be on one of these 
three locations or it'll get too 
complicated. 

You can dance wherever you want during your section—you can run up into a closeup and run 
far into a long shot. It's a lot more interesting and filmic to use a sense of depth, rather than 
going back and forth like on a stage. But at the transition points at the beginning and end, you 
have to be both the correct half-high size and on the decided-on horizontal mark. 

This is important: The transitions will be much better if they are in motion — not a static pose for 
the next person to adopt, as if going TA-DA—I'm done!  Have it be a continuous movement 
thread from one dancer to the next. 

Try to do movement that has real definition, not just boogying around. It can be improv, but think 
about what you're going to do. And have the transitions connect organically from the movement. 
For example you don't want to be doing your section with Tai Chi-type movement and all of a 
sudden do a cabriole just because that's what you two decided on a few days earlier. The more 
continuous and cohesive the 3 minutes is, the more magical the piece will be. 

The advanced level would be to have the class talk through the choreographic structure that 
happens over the 3 minutes. Does the movement generally build during the piece? Is there a 
quieter section? Does it resolve in an ending sequence?  And maybe think a little less about This 
is my 10 seconds to shine and a little more about how is our piece all working together. 

While dancing your section, you need to hear playback and the camera should hear the music 
too, so use a small speaker for your phone or just dance 
carrying your phone if you can't hear it. 

The camera or phone must be horizontal and stationery — on 
a tripod or just propped up on a chair or something. Have the 
camera be kind of low — around knee height. Try to have as 
much light as possible. 
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When everyone has shot their parts, upload the footage to a cloud service where the editor can 
download it.  

Editor: Put the clean soundtrack below the clips and, listening to the dancers' playback that gets 
recorded, align the clips to be in sync with the music. Then turn off the production audio and just 
use the clean soundtrack. 

CUT ON MOTION (wherever possible). Don't cut from static to static. 

In terms of putting your project online, YouTube tends to take down content that has unlicensed 
music in it. Vimeo is a bit more forgiving about that. If you have your own music from a 
composer, problem solved. 

QUICKIE SUMMARY FOR SHOOTING 
Transitions should be movement, not poses. 
Film in interesting people-free locations outdoors, or shoot indoors with lots of light. 
You can dance anywhere in the space — near or far — but you have to hit your 8/1 
transitions on the agreed on spots and be the right depth so you're half-height. 
Dance with definition. 
Stationary horizontal camera. 
Make sure both you and the camera can hear the song during your dancing. 

Have fun, and go make some art! 
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